This paper revisits a canonical problem in online algorithms and mechanism design: how should a planner allocate a limited number of goods or resources to a set of agents arriving over time? Examples of this problem range from selling seats in a concert hall to the online retail and sponsoredsearch auctions. In many of these applications, it is often reasonable to assume that each agent has a private valuation drawn from a known distribution. Moreover, the allocation is often subject to combinatorial constraints, such as matroids. The goal of the planner is then to maximize socialwelfare, i.e. the total value of served agents. 1 This problem, termed as Bayesian online selection, originated from the seminal work of [5] in the 70s, and has since been studied quite extensively.
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A common approach to the above stochastic online optimization problem is to attain "prophet inequalities" where the goal there is to evaluate the performance of an online algorithm relative to an offline "omniscient prophet", who knows the valuation of each agent and can easily maximize the social-welfare. In this paper, we deviate from the above framework and dig into the question of characterizing and computing optimum online policies. Given the sequence of value distributions, Bellman's "principle of optimality" [2] proposes a simple dynamic programming that computes the optimum online policy. Unfortunately, the dynamic program needs to track the full state of the system and therefore it often requires exponential time and space. Here, we ask whether it is possible to approximate the optimum online in polynomial time, and obtain improved approximation factors compared to those derived form the prophet inequalities.
We focus on two special cases of the above problem. First, we consider the laminar Bayesian selection, a special case of the well-known matroid Bayesian online selection problem studied in [4] when the underlying matroid is laminar. This special case has applications in revenue management, and in particular for selling flight itineraries. Second, we consider a firm producing (or receiving) multiple copies of different product types over time. The firm offers the products to arriving unitdemand buyers, where each buyer is interested in one product type and they have valuations drawn independently from known possibly non-identical distributions. The goal is to compute approximations to the optimum online policy for maximizing social-welfare (or revenue) subject to two constraints. First, at any time the total number of sold items of each type is no more than the number of produced items. Second, the total number of sold items does not exceed the total shipping capacity. We term this problem as production constrained Bayesian selection .
Main results. We give the first Polynomial Time Approximation Schemes (PTAS) for the laminar Bayesian selection problem when the depth of the laminar family is bounded by a constant as well as the production constrained Bayesian selection problem. Overview of the techniques. We start by characterizing the optimum online policy for both of the problems through a Linear Programming formulation. More precisely, we propose a hierarchy of linear programming relaxations that systematically strengthen the commonly used "ex-ante" LP formulation of the problem and approximate the optimum solution with any degrees of accuracy. The first level of our LP hierarchy is the ex-ante relaxation, which simply requires that the allocation satisfies the capacity constraint(s) only in expectation. It is well-known that the integrality gap of this LP is 2 [1, 7] . At the other extreme, there is an exponential-sized LP, capturing Bellman's dynamic program by tracking the state of the system through allocation and state variables.
We design a PTAS by first showing how to choose a polynomial-sized LP relaxation in the above hierarchy that combines the constraints in a careful way to get a near optimum solution. In a nutshell, the hierarchy is parametrized by how we divide up the capacity constraints into "large" and "small". After fixing an appropriate LP relaxation by partitioning constraints into large and small, the final algorithm starts by slightly reducing the capacities of large constraints to create some slack, solve the modified LP relaxation, and then adaptively round the solution. A coupling argument shows the LP solution is implementable with an adaptive online pricing policy (potentially with randomized tie-breaking). However, the resulting online policy respects the large constraints only in expectation.
The main technical ingredient of the analysis for this algorithm is establishing negative dependency between the allocation events of this policy; this in turn leads to concentration results on the number of allocated items in large bins (e.g. see 3) , and shows that the policy only violates the large capacity constraints with a small probability. For the laminar Bayesian selection problem, we show by carefully chopping the laminar tree and marking the constraints one can ensure negative dependence of elements selected, and the algorithm is polynomial time if the depth of the tree is constant. In the production constrained Bayesian selection, we exploit the negative dependency of the selection rule in the lower-levels of the laminar family. The negative dependence analysis uses a very careful argument that essentially establishes submodularity of the value function of the dynamic program. By leveraging this special structure of this problem, we can design a PTAS for this problem even in the case where the depth of the laminar matroid is not constant.
